Welcome to pack two, hope you are well. We
hope you found pack one enjoyable. This time
we have included some seeds for you to grow
some wild flowers, along with new activities

To enable us to make this pack perfect for you
we welcome any suggestions about activities
we could include in future packs.

If you know someone else who might benefit
from receiving a pack, to give ideas for future
activities, request a “penpal” or to opt out of
the packs, please contact:
Sarah Lane at Virgin Care: 07975 233 550.

Answers on the back page

What is Sudoku?
Sudoku is played on a grid
of 9 x 9 spaces. Within the
rows and columns are 9
“squares” (made up of 3 x
3 spaces). Each row,
column and square (9
spaces each) needs to be
filled out with the numbers 1-9, without
repeating any numbers
within the row, column or
square.

Your seed packet contains British Cornfield
Annuals & longer-lasting Perennials.

1.

You have enough seeds for a container up to 20cm wide.

2.

Check your container has a few holes in the base to let water gradually
drain out. Otherwise, use a drill or sharp instrument to add holes,
taking care not to hurt yourself

3.

If you can Add a few stones or broken crockery to the bottom to help
drainage

4.

Move your container to your chosen space before filling it; an empty
container is much easier to move than a full one

5.

Wild flowers prefer poor quality soil. Fill the container with top soil if
possible, or multipurpose compost.

6.

As you fill the container, gently push down the soil or compost to break
up any lumps and get rid of large air pockets. Stop filling 25mm from
the top to allow room for watering

7.

Sprinkle seeds evenly over the surface and cover with 1mm of soil or
compost

8.

Water well, your seeds should germinate within a couple of weeks of
being sown, depending on the weather. Be patient and keep looking
out for the tiny green shoots of life.

1.

Remove any existing grass, plants or flora

2.

Rake the area to create a fine, level seedbed

3.

Scatter the seeds and Lightly rake the area to cover the seed and water
well

1.

Locate Sunny Spot - Choose a spot in your house or outside, a South or
West facing window

2.

Make sure that the soil in your container remains moist and water it if
dry. This is the most

3.

vulnerable time for seeds – seedlings can be killed if the soil dries out
completely—and wildflowers in containers need regular
watering throughout their lives.

4.

In Summer this can mean a good soak every day. But be careful not to
over-water. If the soil is too saturated, the seedlings could die from a
lack of oxygen reaching their roots.

5.

Your seeds should germinate within a couple of weeks of being sown,
depending on the weather. Be patient and keep looking out for the tiny
green shoots of life.

•

These exercises have been developed by NHS Choices with older people in
mind, but everyone can benefit from them.

•

If you have not done much physical activity for a while you may want to get
the all clear from a GP before starting. For the exercises that require a chair,
choose one that is stable, solid and without wheels. You should be able to sit
with feet flat on the floor and knees bent at right angles. Avoid chairs with
arms as this will restrict your movement. Wear loose, comfortable clothing
and keep some water handy.

•

Try to attempt these exercises at least twice a week, this will help to improve
muscle strength, balance and coordination. Build up slowly and aim to
increase the repetitions of each exercise over time. Make them a regular
part of your week. Do them to music.

•

If you would like to do these exercises together with someone else over the
phone contact Age UK Bath & NE Somerset and ask to be set up with one of
our telephone befrienders. Call 01225 466135.

Arm Raises

Upper Body Twist

Chest Stretch

Ankle Stretch

Hip Marching

Local support B&NES community
hub- covid-19:
0300 247 0050

Avon & Wiltshire Mental Health
Partnership: 24 hour mental health
helpline:
0300 3031320

Bath Foodbank:
01225 463549

Breathing Space:
01225 983130
A calm, non-clinical telephone
service supporting individuals
experiencing, or at risk of a mental
health crisis.

